Single-molecule detection with chemical specificity is a powerful and much desired tool for biology, chemistry, physics, and sensing technologies. Surface-enhanced spectroscopies enable single molecule studies, yet reliable substrates of adequate sensitivity are in short supply. We present a simple, scaleable substrate for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) incorporating nanometer-scale electromigrated gaps between extended electrodes. Molecules in the nanogap active regions exhibit hallmarks of very high Raman sensitivity, including blinking and spectral diffusion. Electrodynamic simulations show plasmonic focusing, giving electromagnetic enhancements approaching those needed for single-molecule SERS.
Multifunctional sensors with single-molecule sensitivity are greatly desired for a variety of sensing applications, from biochemical analysis to explosives detection. Chemical and electromagnetic interactions between molecules and metal substrates are used in surface-enhanced spectroscopies [1] to approach single molecule sensitivity. Electromagnetic enhancement in nanostructured conductors results when incident light excites local electronic modes, producing large electric fields in a nanoscale region, known as a "hot spot", that greatly exceed the strength of the incident field. Hot spots can lead to particularly large enhancements of Raman scattering, since the Raman scattering rate is proportional to |E(ω)| 2 |E(ω ′ )| 2 at the location of the molecule, where E(ω) is the electric field component at the frequency of the incident radiation, and E(ω ′ ) is the component at the scattered frequency.
It has been an ongoing challenge to design and fabricate a substrate for systematic SERS at the single molecule level. Single-molecule SERS sensitivity was first clearly demonstrated using random aggregates of colloidal nanoparticles [2, 3, 4, 5] . Numerous other metal substrate configurations have been used for SERS, including chemically engineered nanoparticles [6, 7, 8] , nanostructures defined by bottom-up patterning [9, 10] , and those made by traditional lithographic approaches [11] . In the most sensitive substrate geometries, incident light excites adjacent subwavelength nanoparticles or nanostructures, resulting in large field enhancements within the interparticle gap [12, 13] . Fractal aggregates of nanoparticles [14] can further increase field enhancements by focusing plasmon energy from larger length scales down to particular nanometer-scale hotspots [15] . However, precise and reproducible formation of such assemblies in predetermined locations has been extremely
challenging. An alternative approach is tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), in which the incident light excites an interelectrode plasmon resonance localized between a sharp, metal scanned probe tip and an underlying metal substrate. Recent progress has been made in single-molecule TERS detection [16, 17, 18] . A similar approach was recently attempted using a mechanical break junction [19] . While useful for surface imaging, TERS requires feedback to control the tip-surface gap, and is not scalable or readily integrated with other sensing modalities.
We demonstrate a scaleable and highly reliable method for producing planar extended electrodes with nanoscale spacings that exhibit very large SERS signals, with each electrode pair having one well-defined hot spot. Confocal scanning Raman microscopy demonstrates the localization of the enhanced Raman emission. The SERS response is consistent with a very small number of molecules in the hotspot, showing blinking and spectral diffusion of Raman lines. Sensitivity is sufficiently high that SERS from physisorbed atmospheric contaminants may be detected after minutes of exposure to ambient conditions. The Raman enhancement for para-mercaptoaniline (pMA) is estimated from experimental data to exceed After evaporation of 1 nm Ti and 15 nm Au followed by liftoff in acetone, the electrode sets are cleaned of organic residue by exposure to O 2 plasma for 1 minute. The multibowties are placed in a vacuum probe station, and electromigration [20] is used to form nanometer-scale gaps in the constrictions in parallel, as shown in Fig. 1B . Electromigration is a nonthermal process whereby momentum transfer from current-carrying electrons is transferred to the lattice, rearranging the atomic positions. Electromigration has been studied thoroughly [21, 22, 23, 24] as a means of producing electrodes for studies of single-molecule conduction.
We have performed manual and automated electromigration at room temperature, with identical results. The number of parallel constrictions in a single multibowtie is limited by the output current capacity of our electromigration voltage source. A post-migration resistance of ∼ 10 kΩ for the structure in Fig. 1A appears optimal.
Post-migration high resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows interelectrode gaps ranging from too small to resolve to several nanometers. There are no detectable nanoparticles in the gap region or along the electrode edges. Based on electromigration of 283 multibowties (1981 individual constrictions), 77% of multibowties have final resistances less than 100 kΩ, and 43% have final resistances less than 25 kΩ. We believe that this yield, already high, can be improved significantly with better process control, particularly of the lithography and liftoff.
The optical properties of the resulting nanogaps are characterized using a WITec CRM 200 scanning confocal Raman microscope in reflection mode, with normal illumination from a 785 nm diode laser. Using a 100× objective, the resulting diffraction-limited spot is measured to be gaussian with a full-width at half-maximum of 575 nm. Fig. 1C shows a spatial map of the integrated emission from the 520 cm −1 Raman line of the Si substrate.
The Au electrodes are clearly resolved. Polarization of the incident radiation is horizontal in this figure. Rayleigh scattered light from these structures shows significant changes upon polarization rotation, while SERS response is approximately independent of polarization.
Freshly cleaned nanogaps show no Stokes-shifted Raman emission out to 3000 cm −1 .
However, in 65% of clean nanogaps examined, a broad continuum background (see Supporting Information) is seen, decaying roughly linearly in wavenumber out to 1000 cm −1 before falling below detectability. This background is spatially localized to a diffraction-limited region around the interelectrode gap and is entirely absent in unmigrated junctions. The origin of this continuum, similar to that seen in other strongly enhancing SERS substrates [5] , is likely inelastic electronic effects in the gold electrodes [25] . In samples coated with molecules, This blinking and spectral diffusion are seen routinely in these junctions. We have observed such Raman response from several molecules, including self-assembled films of pMA, para-mercaptobenzoic acid (pMBA), a Co-containing transition metal complex [28] , and spincoated poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). These molecules all have distinct Raman responses and show blinking and wandering in the junction hotspots.
Another indicator of very large enhancement factors in these structures is sensitivity to exogenous, physisorbed contamination. Carbon contamination has been discussed [29, 30, 31] in the context of both SERS and TERS. This substrate is sensitive enough to examine such contaminants (see Supporting Information). While clean junctions with no deliberately attached molecules initially show only the continuum background, gap-localized SERS signatures in the sp 2 carbon region between 1000 cm −1 and 1600 cm −1 are readily detected after exposure to ambient lab conditions for tens of minutes. Nanojunctions that have been coated with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) (for example, pMA) do not show this carbon signature, even after hours of ambient exposure. Presumably this has to do with the extremely localized field enhancement in these structures, with the SAM sterically preventing physisorbed contaminants from entering the region of enhanced near field.
Recently arrived contaminant SERS signatures abruptly disappear within tens of seconds at high incident powers (1.8 mW), presumably due to desorption. SERS from covalently bound molecules is considerably more robust, degrading slowly at high powers, and persisting indefinitely for incident powers below 700 µW. SEM examination of the nanogaps shows no optically induced damage after exposure to intensities that would significantly degrade nanoparticles [32] . The large extended pads likely aid in the thermal sinking of the nanogap region to the substrate.
Estimating enhancement factors rigorously is notoriously difficult, particularly when the hotspot size is not known. Although SERS enhancement volume measurements are possible using molecular rulers [33] , this is not feasible with such small nanogaps. Junctions made directly on Raman-active substrates (Si with no oxide; GaAs) show no clearly detectable enhancement of substrate modes in the gap region, suggesting that the electromagnetic enhancement is strongly confined to the thickness of the metal film electrodes. Figure 3 shows a comparison between a typical pMA SERS spectrum acquired on a junction with a 600 s integration time at 700 µW incident power, and a spectrum acquired over one of that device's Au pads, for the same settings. The pad spectrum shows no detectable pMA features and is dark current limited.
We use FDTD calculations to understand the strong SERS response in these structures and roughly estimate enhancement factors. It is important to note that the finite grid size (2 nm) required for practical computation times restricts the quantitative accuracy of these calculations. However, the main results regarding spatial mode structure (allowing assessment of the localization of the hotspot) and energy dependence are robust to these concerns, and the calculated electric field enhancement is an underestimate [34] . Fig. 4 shows a calculated extinction spectrum and map of |E| 4 in the vicinity of the junction. Calculational details and additional plots are presented in the Supporting Information. These calculations predict that there should be large SERS enhancements across a broad bandwidth of exciting wavelengths because of the complicated mode structure possible in the interelectrode gap. Nanometer-scale asperities from the electromigration process break the interelectrode symmetry of the structure. The result is that optical excitations at a variety of polarizations can excite many interelectrode modes besides the simple dipolar plasmon commonly considered. For extended electrodes, a continuous band of plasmon resonances coupling to wavelengths from 500-1000 nm is expected [35] . This broken symmetry also leads to much less dependence of the calculated enhancement on polarization direction, as seen experimentally. The calculations confirm that the electromagnetic enhancement is confined in the normal direction to the film thickness. Laterally, the field enhancement is confined to a region comparable to the radius of curvature of the asperity. For gaps and asperities in the range of 2 nm, purely electromagnetic enhancements can exceed 10 11 , approaching that sufficient for single-molecule sensitivity.
Using the data from the device in Fig. 3 , we estimate the total enhancement in that device. To be conservative, we assume a hotspot effective radius of 2.5 nm with dense packing of pMA, giving N ≈ 100 molecules. Blinking and wandering suggest that the true N value is much closer to one. The integrated Raman signal over a gaussian fit to the 1077 cm −1 Raman line is 2.0 counts/sec/molecule when the incident power is 700 µW. For our apparatus the count rate from imaging a bulk crystal at the same equivalent power (see Supporting Information) is 4.2 × 10 −9 counts/sec/molecule, so that we estimate a total enhancement of at least 5 × 10 8 .
We have demonstrated a SERS substrate capable of extremely high sensitivity for trace chemical detection. Unlike previous substrates, these nanojunctions may be mass fabricated in controlled positions with high yield using a combination of standard lithography and electromigration. The resulting hotspot geometry is predicted to allow large SERS enhancements over a broad band of illuminating wavelengths. Other nonlinear optical effects should be observable in these structures as well. The extended electrode geometry and underly- Supporting Information: Electromigrated nanoscale gaps for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
I. CONTINUUM BACKGROUND
The strong continuum background observed at the nanogaps is shown in Fig. S1A .
The continuum slopes down linearly in intensity from 0 cm −1 to almost 1500 cm −1 . This continuum, seen only in the presence of the nanogap, is compared with the Au film and Si substrate spectra taken using the same microscope configuration. The 300 cm nM, the pMBA signal is again more intense with even more blinking as seen in Fig. S3F (which has been plotted with intensity on a log scale). The 1077 cm −1 mode is again unseen while the 1590 cm −1 mode begins to fluctuate in intensity even more. The blinking becomes much more intense with the intensity of the signal periodically reaching close to ten times the maximum intensity observed for pMBA at 1 µM. We suggest that the increased blinking and larger amplitude signals are a result of the molecules not being as tightly packed on the surface in the 1 µM and 1 nM cases as in the 1 mM case. As a result of looser packing, the molecules are free to explore more surface conformations, including those with more and different charge transfer with the Au surface.
We point out that these pMBA spectra are distinct from those seen in physisorbed carbon contamination on initally clean junctions. These data persist at high incident powers and do not show "arrival" phenomena as described in the subsequent section. Furthermore, they are unlikely to originate from photodecomposition of pMBA, since the illumination conditions are identical for all coverages. contaminants often blinks very strongly, with periods of no or weak signal followed by several seconds of intense blinking, as seen in Fig S4C. The changes in intensity can be more than a factor of 100. Again we suggest that the strong blinking is a result of the weak attachment of the contaminants to the nanogap surface, allowing them to move considerably and explore many interactions with the Au surface. As previously mentioned, these contamination spectra are not observed when molecules of interest have been preassembled deliberately on the electrode surface. The likely explanation for this is that the self-assembled later sterically prevents contaminants from arriving at the nanogap region of maximum field enhancement. Si peak seen at t = 340 s.
V. FDTD CALCULATIONS
The optical properties of the bowtie structure were calculated using the Finite-Difference
Time-Domain method (FDTD) using a Drude dielectric function with parameters fitted to the experimental data for gold. This fit provides an accurate description of the optical properties of gold for wavelengths larger than 500 nm [S1] . These calculations do not account for reduced carrier mean free path due to surface scattering in the metal film, nor do they include interelectrode tunneling. However, such effects are unlikely to change the results significantly.
The bowtie is modeled as a two finite triangular structures as illustrated in Fig. 4A of the manuscript. Our computational method requires the nanostructures to be modeled to be of finite extent. The plasmon modes of a finite system are standing modes with frequencies determined by the size of the sample and the number of nodes of the surface charge distribution associated with the plasmon. For an extended system such as the bowties manufactured in this study, the plasmon resonances can be characterized as traveling surface waves with a continuous distribution of wavevectors.
A series of calculations of bowties with increasing length reveals that the optical spectrum is characterized by increasingly densely spaced plasmon resonances in the wavelength regime 500-1000 nm and a low energy finite-size induced split-off state involving plasmons localized on the outer surfaces of the bowtie. For a large bowtie, we expect the plasmon resonances in the 500-1000 nm wavelength interval to form a continuous band [S2] .
The electric field enhancements across the bowtie junction for the plasmon modes within this band are relatively similar with large and uniform enhancements in the range of 50-150.
The magnitudes of the field enhancements were found to increase with increasing size of the bowtie structure. For instance, the maximum field enhancement factor was found to be 115 To investigate the effects of nanoasperities, FDTD calculations were performed for a bowtie with two semi-spherical protrusions in the junction as shown in Fig. 4 of the main text, and Figs. S5-S7 of the Supporting Online Material. As expected, the presence of these protrusions does not influence the optical spectrum. However, the local field enhancements around the protrusions become very large, typically three or four times higher than for the corresponding structure without the defect. The physical mechanism for this increase is an antenna effect caused by the coupling of plasmons localized on the protrusion with the extended plasmons on the remaining bowtie structure [S4] . 
VI. ENHANCEMENT ESTIMATE
To estimate an enhancement based on the data of Fig. 3 in the main text, it was necessary to understand the effective count rate per molecule of Raman scattering from bulk pMA in our measurement setup. This requires knowing the effective volume probed by the WITec system when the laser is focused on a bulk pMA crystal.
The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the laser spot size was found to be 575 nm.
This was determined by measuring the count rate of the Rayleigh scattering peak (at zero The count rate for the bulk pMA 1077 cm −1 line, corrected by the ratio of (Si SERS rate/Si bulk rate) to accomodate for the difference in laser powers, is 46 counts/s, compared with 203 counts/s for the SERS data of Fig. 3 . This leads to the enhancement estimate quoted in the main text of 5 × 10 8 .
